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ABSTRACT
We analyse the relationship between two near filaments, which do not show any connec-
tion in Hα images but reveal close magnetic connectivity during filament activations
in Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) observations. A twisted flux rope, which connects a half
of one filament with another filament, becomes visible during several activations but
seems to exist all the time of the filaments presence on the disc. Solar Dynamic Ob-
servatory (SDO) and Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) observed
the region with the filaments from two points of view separated by the an-
gle of about 120◦. On 2012 July 27, SDO observed the filament activation
on disc, while for the STEREO B position the filaments were visible at the
limb. Nearly identical interaction episode was observed on 2012 August
04 by STEREO A on disc and by SDO at the limb. This good opportunity
allows us to disentangle the 3-D shape of the connecting flux rope and in
particular to determine with high reliability the helicity sign of the flux
rope, which looks ambiguous in preliminary inspections of on-disc EUV
images only. The complex magnetic structure of the region consists of three braided
flux ropes in the vicinity of the coronal null point. Using observations of the flux rope
fine structure and plasma motions within it from two points of view, we determine
the negative sign of helicity of the flux rope, which corresponds to dextral chirality of
the filaments. The observations, despite the tangled fine structure in some EUV im-
ages, support flux rope filament models. They give more evidence for the one-to-one
relationship between the filament chirality and the flux rope helicity.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Solar filaments, or prominences as they are called when ob-
served above the limb, are cool plasma formations supported
against the gravity by magnetic field high in the corona. Two
magnetic configurations are most often considered as a mag-
netic skeleton of filaments. They are a twisted magnetic flux
rope (Rust & Kumar 1994; Low 1996; Lites 2005; Zhang &
Low 2005) and a sheared arcade (Pneuman 1983; van Bal-
legooijen & Martens 1989; Antiochos et al. 1994; DeVore
& Antiochos 2000; Martens & Zwaan 2001; Aulanier et al.
2002; Karpen et al. 2003; Mackay, & van Ballegooijen 2005) .
Both of them have some observational bases and both meet
with certain difficulties. Flux ropes become most evident
during filament activations and eruptions. However, some
authors raise objections against existence of helical struc-
tures within filaments before eruptions. They suggest that
twisted flux ropes are forming during the eruptions after
field line reconnection (Gosling et al. 1995; Antiochos 1998;
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Martin 1998b). One of the vague points is how flux ropes
appear in the corona. Do they emerge form the convection
zone being formed there by convection and differential ro-
tation (Okamoto et al. 2008), or they are created in the
corona from potential fields due to photospheric footpoint
motions and reconnection (McKenzie & Canfield 2008; Liu
et al. 2010; Green et al. 2011) ?
Recently, many observations of flux ropes in the corona
were reported (Raouafi 2009; Cheng et al. 2011, 2012; Zhang
et al. 2012; Li & Zhang 2013a,b,c; Patsourakos et al. 2013).
Low optical thickness of coronal structures in Extreme Ul-
traviolet (EUV) makes it not so easy to derive the true
helicity sign of observed helical structures. In many cases,
it is difficult to decide which features are closer to an ob-
server and which are farther. With flux ropes, we cannot
be sure which threads are on the upper side of them and
which threads belong to the bottom side. A wrong choice
leads to the wrong estimation of the helicity sign. Simul-
taneous observations from different points of view provided
by Solar Dynamic Observatory (SDO), and Solar Terrestrial
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Figure 1. Hα filtergrams showing the filaments F1 and F2 during their passage through the solar disc and on the next rotation. White
dashed squares correspond to the field-of-view of the images in Fig. 2 and 4. (Courtesy of the Big Bear Solar Observatory).
Relations Observatory (STEREO) give good opportunity to
reconstruct the 3-D shape of coronal flux ropes.
In active regions, filaments consist of long thin threads
stretched along polarity inversion lines (PIL). This hints on
the presence of a strong axial magnetic-field component. In-
deed, measurements of the magnetic field in prominences
showed that the magnetic field in prominences is mostly hor-
izontal and makes an acute angle of about 20 - 40◦ with re-
spect to the long axis of the prominence (Leroy 1989; Colla-
dos et al. 2003; Casini et al. 2003). According to the direction
of the axial component of the filament magnetic field rela-
tive the surrounding photospheric fields, all filaments can
be divided into two classes. A filament is called ’dextral’ if
the axial component is directed toward the right when the
filament is viewed from the side of the positive photospheric
polarity, and ’sinistral’ if the direction of the axial compo-
nent is opposite to this (Martin et al. 1994). Usually on both
sides of a filament, filament barbs are observed protruding at
an acute angle from the main body of the filament. They can
be classified as either right-bearing or left-bearing depending
on the deviation of the barbs from the axis. In most cases,
the barbs of a dextral/sinistral filament are observed to be
right/left bearing (Martin 1998a). Thin threads composing
the main filament body are deviated at an acute angle clock-
wise to the axis in dextral and counterclockwise in sinistral
filaments. This makes it possible to determine the class of a
filament (the filament chirality) from its visual appearance,
without information on the magnetic fields (Pevtsov et al.
2003).
The bottom parts of helical flux tubes serve as poten-
tial wells or magnetic traps where dense and cold plasma
can be collected forming the fine structure of the filaments
observed in chromospheric lines. During a filament activa-
tion or eruption, plasma that moves along field lines can spill
over the upper parts of the flux tubes and show both the bot-
tom and upper parts of helices. Recent observations strongly
support the idea that dextral filaments are associated with
left-handed flux ropes with negative helicity, while sinistral
filaments are associated with right-handed flux ropes with
positive helicity (Rust 1999; Chae 2000; Joshi et al. 2014).
It was well known for a long time that solar filaments
follow large scale PILs of the photospheric magnetic field
(Babcock & Babcock 1955; Howard & Harvey 1964; Smith
& Ramsey 1967; McIntosh 1972; Snodgrass et al. 2000; Dur-
rant 2002; Ipson et al. 2005). If two PILs are located not far
from each other, they can approach closer due to evolution
of the photospheric field and change connectivity (’recon-
nect’) after their contact at some point. A pair of filaments
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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Figure 2. Filament activation observed on 2012 July 27 by SDO/AIA in the 304-A˚ channel on disc. (Courtesy of the NASA/SDO and
the AIA science team.)
of the same chirality may exchange by their halves and also
reconnect, while a pair of filaments of the opposite chirality
breaks into four independent filaments (Kumar et al. 2010;
Chandra et al. 2011; To¨ro¨k et al. 2011; Filippov 2011; Fil-
ippov & Srivastava 2011; Filippov 2013a). When two long
filaments cross each other to form a cruciform structure, two
intersecting PILs correspond to a quadrupole magnetic con-
figuration. There is a null point near the site of intersection
in the magnetic field created by photospheric sources.
Merging of short filament segments of the same chiral-
ity aligned along the same PIL into a single structure was
studied by Schmieder et al. (2004). Two filaments of oppo-
site chirality in the same decaying active region interacted
without merging but produced a confined flare (Deng et al.
2002).
In this paper, we analyze the relationship between two
near filaments, which do not show any connection in Hα
images but reveal the close magnetic connectivity during
filament activations in EUV channels. A twisted flux rope,
which connects a half of one filament with another filament,
becomes visible during several activations but seems to exist
all the time of the filaments presence on the disc. Using
observations of the flux rope structure and plasma motions
within it from two points of view, we determine the negative
sign of helicity of the flux rope, which corresponds to dextral
chirality of the filaments.
2 DATA AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF
EVENTS
We used observations of the Big Bear Solar Observatory,
STEREO, and SDO. Synoptic full-disk Hα images (Fig.1)
in the end of July and in the beginning of August 2012 show
two filaments located not far from each other at a middle
latitude in the southern hemisphere. They are marked as
F1 and F2 in Fig. 1. The filaments are well developed and
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Figure 3. Filament activation observed on 2012 July 27 by STEREO B/SECCHI in the 195-A˚ channel at the limb. (Courtesy of the
STEREO/SECCHI Consortium.)
quite stable. They do not change significantly their shapes
during the passage through the solar disc in the end of July
and in the beginning of August and can be easily identi-
fied on the next solar rotation in the end of August. The
filaments seem to be not connected with each other in im-
ages in Hα line. However, observations in EUV with the
Sun Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investiga-
tion (SECCHI) Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUVI; Wuelser
et al. 2004; Howard et al. 2008) on board STEREO and
with the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et
al. 2012) on board the SDO (Figs. 2 - 5) show that dur-
ing activations the filaments reveal the connectivity of their
magnetic structures.
Several pulses of filament activations were observed be-
tween July 27 and August 04. The most dramatic events
happened on July 27 between 16 and 18 UT, on July 29
between 00:30 and 02:30 UT, and on August 04 between
07 and 10 UT. Each of them starts from brightening at
the south-western end of the horseshoe-shaped filament F1.
Bright threads elongate along the filament axis showing field
aligned motion of hotter plasma. Figs. 2, 3 show the third
activation on July 27 observed by SDO/AIA in the 304-A˚
channel on disc and by STEREO B/SECCHI in the 195-A˚
channel at the limb. The separation angle of the STEREO
spacecraft with the Earth was about 120◦ in summer 2012.
Long thin threads reveal the axial magnetic field in the fil-
ament channel. However, most of threads not follow the
horseshoe-curved axis of the filament F1 but make nearly
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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Figure 4. Filament activation observed on 2012 August 04 by SDO/AIA in the 193-A˚ channel at the limb. (Courtesy of the NASA/SDO
and the AIA science team.)
right-angle turn to the west and follow the axis of the fila-
ment F2. The eastern part of the filament F1 becomes in-
visible in Hα images during activations (Fig. 1(b)).
Just the same scenario was observed on 04 August,
only the aspect angles for the spacecrafts changed to op-
posite. SDO observed the filaments close to the limb, while
STEREO A observed events on disc (Figs. 4, 5). Better time
and spatial resolution of SDO/AIA images allow recognizing
finer details in the structure of the filaments both on disc on
July 27 and at the limb on August 04. Since the events on
both days are very similar, we can expect that the magnetic
structure of the filaments has not changed in this period of
time and may consider all images as different views of the
same structure. Thus, the filaments that look separate and
independent in Hα images are contained within a united
magnetic structure.
Despite the location in the southern hemisphere, the
chirality of the filament F1 is dextral. This is very evident
from the fine structure of the filament in Hα line (Figs. 1 (a),
(c), (d), 6). Thin threads within the filament body deviate
clockwise from the filament axis (Fig. 6) and filament barbs
are right bearing, which both correspond to the dextral chi-
rality. According to one-to-one correspondence between the
filament chirality and the enveloping flux rope helicity (Rust
& Kumar 1994; Rust 1999; Chae 2000; Pevtsov et al. 2003;
Mackay et al. 2010; Chandra et al. 2010; Joshi et al. 2014)
we may expect the manifestation of a left-handed flux rope
during filament activations. However some images look puz-
zling.
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Figure 5. Filament activation observed on 2012 August 04 by STEREO A/SECCHI in the 195-A˚ channel on disc. (Courtesy of the
STEREO/SECCHI Consortium.)
Figure 7. Flux-rope structure looking like a right-hand helix observed on 2012 July 27 by SDO/AIA in the 193-A˚ channel (a) and
on 2012 August 04 by STEREO A/SECCHI in the 195-A˚ channel (b). (Courtesy of the NASA/SDO and the AIA science team and
STEREO/SECCHI Consortium.)
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Figure 8. Clockwise rotation of elongated blobs within the body of the filament F2 (a), (b) and a loop-like structure at the lower part
of the flux rope (c), (d) observed by SDO/AIA in the 193-A˚ channel. (Courtesy of the NASA/SDO and the AIA science team.)
Figure 10. Smaller fragment of the HMI magnetogram taken on 2012 July 29 at 17:31 UT (a), Hα filtergram of the same region and
at the same time with superposed PILs (b), and distributions of the decay index and PILs (thick red lines) at different heights (c) -
(d). Shadowed areas show the regions where n > 1. (Courtesy of the NASA/SDO and the HMI science team and of the Big Bear Solar
Observatory.)
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Figure 6. Hα spectroheliogram showing the chirality of the fil-
aments F1 and F2. White dashed lines show the direction of fil-
ament threads deviating at an acute angle clockwise to the axes
of filaments (Courtesy of the Observatory Paris-Meudon).
3 PUZZLING STRUCTURES
Beside the covert connection of the filaments F1 and F2 re-
vealed during several activations, some EUV images look
puzzling if we keep in mind the expected correspondence
between the filament dextral chirality and the negative he-
licity of the enveloping flux rope. Fig. 7 shows the flux-rope
structure looking like a right-hand helix on 2012 July 27
in the SDO/AIA image in the 193-A˚ channel and on 2012
August 04 in the STEREO A/SECCHI image in the 195-
A˚ channel (see also Fig. 2(i) and Fig. 5(c) - (e)). Most of
thin bright threads forming the flux rope deviate clockwise
from the flux-rope axis and only few faint threads are visible
deviating counterclockwise. It is unknown for certain which
threads are higher and which threads are lower but one can
expect that the higher threads would be more noticeable in
images. Thus, the structures in Fig. 7 give us impression of
a right-hand helix.
Another puzzling feature is a clockwise rotation of elon-
gated blobs within the filament F2 observed by SDO/AIA
at the limb between 06:15 UT and 07:30 UT (Fig. 8(a), (b),
movie SDO 04). If activation starts at the south-western end
of the filament F1 and propagates from the east to the west
along the filament F2, we could expect a counterclockwise
rotation of blobs moving along a left-handed helix away from
us. Instead, the rotation is clockwise during more than an
hour.
One more puzzle is a loop-like structure at the lower
part of the flux rope (Fig. 8(c), (d)). The ascending branch
of the loop seems to be located in front of other threads. Its
continuation runs above the dark body of the filament F2
to the north-west (Fig. 5(d) - (g)). The other ends of the
loop-like threads represented by dashed lines in Fig. 8(d)
should pass below the ascending branch to the location of
the filament F1. Therefore, the most curved segments of the
lines correspond to a 180◦ turn of the threads and show a
Figure 9. Fragment of the HMI magnetogram taken on 2012 July
29 at 17:31 UT containing all most important magnetic sources
on the disc (a), Hα filtergram of the same region and at the same
time with superposed PILs at a height of 6 (thick lines), 42, 78,
114, and 150 Mm (b), SDO/AIA image in the 193-A˚ channel with
superposed PILs (c). (Courtesy of the NASA/SDO HMI and AIA
science teams and of the Big Bear Solar Observatory.)
real loop. There is no evidence of such a loop in STEREO
A/SECCHI images in a view from above (Fig. 5).
In order to recognize the true geometry of the observed
structures we need more detailed and careful examination
of all images and correlation of them with a presumable
magnetic configuration.
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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Figure 11. Filament structure observed on 2012 July 27 by SDO/AIA in the 193-A˚ channel, which show features undoubtedly corre-
sponded to left-hand helix (a), (b), (d) and very curved threads above the saddle (c). (Courtesy of the NASA/SDO and the AIA science
team.)
4 MAGNETIC CONFIGURATION
When two long filaments cross each other to form a cru-
ciform structure, two intersecting PILs correspond to a
quadrupole magnetic configuration. Our filaments F1 and
F2 do not approach very close to each other and do not
demonstrate any connection in a quiescent state. However
every activation reveals the field lines that connect them.
4.1 Polarity Inversion Lines of Potential Magnetic
Field
Fig. 9(a) shows a fragment of the magnetogram taken by
the Heliospheric and Magnetic Imager (HMI; Schou et al.
2012) on board SDO on 2012 July 29 at 17:31 UT when the
filaments F1 and F2 were close to the central meridian (Fig.
1(c)). The fragment contains all most important magnetic
sources on the disc. Using this magnetogram as the bound-
ary condition for the potential magnetic field calculations we
calculate Bz maps (z-axis is vertical) at different heights and
obtain a set of PILs Bz = 0. We solve the Neuman external
boundary value problem numerically using the Green func-
tion method (Filippov & Den 2000, 2001; Filippov 2013b).
Our numerical code of a potential field extrapolation is more
suitable for rather small solar areas because it assumes the
considered photospheric area as a flat surface. The fragment
in Fig. 9(a) covers a large part of the disc and does not fit
to this condition. Therefore we will consider the results of
calculations as a rough approximation.
In Figs. 9(b), (c) the PILs are superposed on the Hα
filtergram and on the 193-A˚ filtergram. The lowest PIL at a
height of 6 Mm is shown by a thicker line. The higher PILs do
not approach closer as it sometimes happens in quadrupolar
configurations (Filippov & Srivastava 2011; Filippov 2011).
However a saddle-like structure is visible near the closest ap-
proach of the PILs (Fig. 9(d)). It manifests the real presence
of the quadrupolar configuration.
If we cut a smaller fragment from the same HMI magne-
togram (Fig. 10(a)), the result is different. At the height of
about 100 Mm, PILs running above the filament F1 turn to
the west and run above the filament F2 (Fig. 10(b)). At these
heights, a flux rope can exist, which is able to contain both
the south-western part of the filament F1 and the filament
F2. The flux rope is in horizontal equilibrium on the PIL.
Stable vertical equilibrium is possible only if the so-called
decay index n = - dlnB/dlnh of the surrounding magnetic
field is less than the critical value nc (van Tend & Kupe-
rus 1978; Bateman 1978; Forbes & Isenberg 1991; Lin et al.
1998; Kliem & To¨ro¨k 2006; Fan & Gibson 2007; Isenberg &
Forbes 2007; De´moulin & Aulanier 2010; Olmedo & Zhang
2010; Nindos et al. 2012). The exact value of nc depends on
parameters of a flux-rope model and varies between 1 and
1.5 (van Tend & Kuperus 1978; Bateman 1978; Filippov &
Den 2000, 2001; De´moulin & Aulanier 2010). Figs. 10(c)-
(d) show the distribution of the decay index at heights of 37
and 114 Mm. At the height of 37 Mm, the shadowed area
n > 1 first touches the PIL near the south-western end of
the filament F1. Possibly, it is connected with the initiation
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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Figure 12. Scheme of the magnetic field structure of two filaments. Top view (a) and side view (b).
of all activations in this place. The area around the filament
F2 is stable up to the heights much above 100 Mm.
The results shown in Fig. 10 are also a rough approxi-
mation. On the one hand, the boundary area is smaller and
closer to the flat surface. On the other hand, some strong
magnetic sources are not taken into account. Particularly,
these are active regions to the east from the selected area.
They ’attract’ the PIL and do not allow it to turn to the
west in Fig. 9 like it does at high heights in Fig. 10. Despite
of their roughness, the results of potential magnetic field cal-
culations confirm the presence of the quadrupolar magnetic
configuration at the place where the filaments approach each
other and show the possibility of the existence of the stable
flux rope connecting the filaments F1 and F2.
4.2 Fine Structure of the Flux Rope
It is most probable that flux tubes connecting the vicinities
of F1 and F2 exist at all times during their passage through
the solar disc in the end of July and in the beginning of
August. They become visible after F1 activations when they
are filled with both hot and cold plasmas. Evidently they
are twisted into a flux rope. This flux rope can consist of
some strands of the flux ropes containing the main bodies
of the filaments F1 and F2 or be a separate flux rope like in
double-decker filaments (Liu et al. 2012; Kliem et al. 2014).
Coronal images give us 2-D projections of real 3-D coro-
nal structures. Sometimes, it is difficult to derive the true
geometrical shape of observed formations from only one pro-
jection. In a case of flux ropes, it may lead to estimation of
wrong sign of helicity if we do not know whether observed
features belong to the frontal or far side of the flux rope.
Observations from another view point and internal motions
within the formation allow us to derive more correctly the
3-D geometry of it.
Observations at the western limb (Figs. 3, 4,
movie STB 27, movie SDO 04) show bright plasma moving
from the south to the north along high loops above the body
of the filament F2. The height of the top of the loops is about
140 Mm and the height of the prominence top is about 70
Mm. Since on-disc observations (Figs. 2, 5, movie SDO 27,
movie STA 04) show at the same time plasma propagating
along the inverted-’S’-shaped axis of the interconnecting flux
rope from its south-eastern end to the north-western end,
the motion corresponds to a field-aligned motion within a
left-hand helix. After each plasma injection into the flux rope
at its south-eastern end, some bright and dark features move
back demonstrating at times counterstreaming. Such back-
ward motion can be recognized in STEREO A/SECCHI im-
ages on disc in the 195-A˚ channel on 2012 August 04 between
06:45 UT and 07:05 UT. The backward motion within a left-
hand helix corresponds to the clockwise rotation observed by
the SDO/AIA at the limb (Fig. 8(a), (b), movie SDO 04).
More detailed examination of a sequence of images
shows that the threads deviating clockwise from the fila-
ment axis (Fig. 7) are located at the bottom side of the flux
rope. There are no clear cases of their overlaying the threads
that deviate counterclockwise, while opposite examples can
be easily found (Fig. 11). Nevertheless, most convincing ar-
guments proving the left-handedness of the flux rope are in
the comparison of plasma motion in two projections. Dur-
ing a ’westward’ motion (from the south-western end of the
filament F1 to the western end of the filament F2), obser-
vations at the limb show a counterclockwise rotation, while
a ’eastward’ motion corresponds to a clockwise rotation. A
nearby sunspot visible at the right-hand bottom corner of
Fig. 11 also demonstrates negative helicity. Coronal loops
connected to the sunspot compose a pattern of a counter-
clockwise whirl. Such counterclockwise whirls are more typi-
cal for the northern hemisphere but here this is an exception
together with the dextral chirality of the filaments. Rust &
Martin (1994) found that filaments with an end curving to-
ward sunspots with counterclockwise/clockwise whirls are
always dextral/sinistral. Although this sunspot is not con-
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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nected to filament ends, it shows the dominating helicity of
the region.
In addition to the obvious field-aligned motion, the
whole system of thin threads moves in the direction to the
center of the saddle structure between 16:45 UT and 17 30
UT on July 27, then returns to the previous position on the
periphery of the saddle by 17:52 UT, and makes new rush to
the center between 16:53 UT and 18 11 UT. The velocity of
the field-aligned motion of different features is about 100 ±
10 km s−1. The velocity of the transversal motion of threads
during their first rush in the direction to the center of the
saddle is 70 ± 2 km s−1. Rapid displacements of entire long
threads mean rapid changes of the magnetic field possibly
caused by some instability (kink, torus). At the beginning of
several activations, a displacement of counterclockwise de-
viated threads from the left side of the flux rope to the right
side is observed (for example, between 14:20 UT and 14:
57 UT on July 27, see movie SDO 27). This motion corre-
sponds to untwisting of a left-hand helix and such untwisting
is observed in many eruptive events.
Fig. 12 presents a scheme of the magnetic structure of
the two filaments under study. We assume that each of the
filaments is contained in a left-handed flux rope according
to their dextral chirality. Field lines f1 and f5 in Fig 12 rep-
resent these flux ropes. There is also a flux rope represented
by field lines f2, f3, and f4 connecting the filaments F1 and
F2. This flux rope is located on the PIL turning to the west
nearly at a right angle close to the saddle as shown in Fig.
10. The fine structure and internal field-aligned plasma mo-
tions show also the negative helicity of the flux rope. It is
not loaded with cold dense plasma and not visible as a fil-
ament in Hα images. However, it is revealed many times
in EUV at the time of filament activations during the pas-
sage of the region through the solar disc, which proves its
permanent existence. The interconnecting flux rope can be
composed by a number of strands of the flux ropes contain-
ing the main bodies of the filaments F1 and F2, which split
in the vicinity of a null point at the center of the saddle,
or be the separate flux rope like in double-decker filaments.
The field line f4 represents the threads that propagate to
the south of the filament F2 axis around 09 UT on August
04 (Fig. 4(g) - (i), Fig. 5(f) - (i), movie SDO 04). The field
line f2 represents the threads making up the loop shown in
Fig. 7(c), (d). This line approaches closest to the null point
and is most curved, as pointed by the arrow in Fig. 11(c),
because of the sharp changes in the field line geometry near
the null point.
The scheme in Fig. 12 is derived from the observed fine
structure of the interacting filaments. However, it is very
similar to the magnetic configuration being formed after two
flux ropes reconnection in the MHD simulation of To¨ro¨k et
al. (2011). Due to the continuous changes of the bound-
ary conditions in the simulations, the configuration with
four braided flux ropes exists only a rather short period of
time. In our case, the configuration is not as symmetric as
in the simulation. Only one interconnecting flux rope is ob-
served and it exists a long time, possibly, because of the slow
changes in the surrounding photospheric magnetic fields.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Two filaments located not far from each other at a mid-
dle latitude in the southern hemisphere look to be separate
and independent in Hα images in the end of July and in
the beginning of August 2012. The chirality of both fila-
ments is dextral in violation of the general hemispheric rule.
The filaments do not change significantly their shapes dur-
ing the passage through the solar disc. During several pulses
of filament activations observed between July 27 and August
04, a flux rope connecting both filaments becomes visible in
EUV channels. Numerous appearances and disappearances
of the connecting flux rope at the same place and with the
same structure in EUV observations show that this mag-
netic flux rope exists permanently but becomes visible only
during activations when it is filled with emitting and ab-
sorbing plasma. However, the fine structure of the flux rope
in EUV images is rather tangled. At first glance it is diffi-
cult to determine even the helicity sign of the flux rope, or
handedness of the observed helix, because it is not so easy to
decide to what side of the flux rope, frontal or back, visible
features belong (Joshi et al. 2014; Filippov et al. 2015). Only
the advantage of multi-view-point observations provided by
the SDO and STEREO missions and observations of plasma
motions within the flux rope gives the opportunity to deter-
mine reliably the true sign (negative) of helicity. This sign
of the flux-rope helicity corresponds to the dextral chirality
of both filaments.
As is well known, flux ropes are in horizontal equilib-
rium when they follow PILs of the ambient magnetic field.
Each filament, F1 and F2, is embedded into its own flux
rope, which follows its own PIL (see Fig. 9). The inter-
connecting flux rope should also follow a PIL. Therefore,
the PIL should exist that connects two filament channels
at some height. Such change in PIL connectivity is possi-
ble only near a null point. EUV observations really show
the presence of a saddle structure at the place of the clos-
est approachment of the filaments. The center of the saddle
structure is a two-dimensional X-point. The horizontal field
vanishes there owing to the symmetry of the structure. If a
PIL, at which the vertical field is zero, crosses the saddle,
this means the existence of a 3-D null point.
Our potential magnetic field calculations have very lim-
ited accuracy because of the characteristic of the photo-
spheric magnetic field distribution in the region. Choosing
a limited photospheric area as the boundary condition, we
can obtain PILs connecting the two filament channels (Fig.
10). However, the PIL connectivity depends on the size of
the chosen area. Anyway, these calculations show the possi-
bility of the existence of the PIL connecting the two filament
channels, which is manifested more exactly by the presence
of the stable flux rope.
The filament activation includes the heating of the
plasma and field-aligned motions within the filament body
and the enveloping flux rope. The velocity of the field-
aligned motion of different features is about 100 ± 10 km
s−1. At some moments, a section of the whole interconnect-
ing flux rope near the saddle moves towards the null point
with a velocity of 70± 2 km s−1. Then it returns back. Some-
times, the rotation of the flux-rope threads corresponding to
its unwinding is observed.
The considered example of filament interaction demon-
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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strates the complex magnetic structure of the region, which
is not evident in Hα observations. It consists of three braided
flux ropes in the vicinity of the coronal null point. The ob-
servations, despite the tangled fine structure in some EUV
images, support flux rope filament models. They give more
evidence for the one-to-one relationship between the fila-
ment chirality and the flux rope helicity.
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